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A CORRESPONDENCE CIRCLE. 

XVI. 

A NOTE ON LECTURING. 

By MAJOR M. B. H. RITCHIE. D.S.O. 
Royal Army Medical 001718. 

ONE day you may be directed to give a lecture to the officers of your 
garrison, probably on medical organization in war, hygiene, or similar 
subject. Do not attempt to shuffle out of it. Equally, do not take the 
matter too seriously. Assuming that you have never heard the sound of 

. your own voice uplifted in a lecture room, and have no natural tendency 
towards oratory, there is no reason why you should not give a good, prac
tical lecture that will be much appreciated. It appears to be largely a 
matter of assurance coupled with practice. 

When preparing the lecture, put yourself in the frame of mind of the 
average man who finds himself a member of the audience at a garrison 
lecture. He has probably been directed to attend, he is prepared to be 
bored, and he is going to sit as far away from you as he can. So set about 
defeating him. T,ry to find the easiest way of thrilling him; if naturally 
humorous, give this divine gift full play, but if not so endowed, for good
ness sake do not try to be funny. There is the alternative method of 
being serious, that may succeed equally well; in other words, be natural 
in whatever way nature has made you. 

As regards reading it from manuscript or type, realize from the start 
that this is out of the question. Write it out carefully by all means, get it 
into s.bape, learn it up an:d rewrite bits of it, but understand from the first 
that this is merely a guide and a standby in case of misfire. Rely on notes, 
typed preferably in capitals with reasonable intervals between them. 
Abhor ,the Army method of typing without a space between the lines-it is 
a relic of war economy that no editor will tolerate. It is a good plan to 
have a precis of the lecture distributed among the audience; with a copy of 
this before one, there is little chance of getting side-tracked on secondary 
topics. • 

The duration of an Army lecture should be three-quarters of an hour, 
but a lecture to any scientific body usually takes up the full hour. Having 
got it together and its length adjusted, it must be " vetted" by your chief
in some cases the officer who presides may want to go over it first with 
you. This is an excellent plan, and he will give you useful advice and 
criticism. About delivery and other cognate matters-speak out clearly 
and distinctly; get your shoulders back and your head up; aim so that 
your words carry a few feet above the heads of the first few benches and 
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come down on the ears of the back rows-where your friends probably are, 
as in Army lectures the front rows with the best chairs are filled by those 
more exalted in rank. Words have a short range and the trajectory is high. 
Look around the lecture room before the ordeal begins and see that your 
desk is all right. It is a good plan to have a table or some solid piece of 
furniture behind you; you can then place your hands upon it behind your 
back and so keep your shoulders back and chest opened out. In front of 
you is a music stand, or preferably a more solid desk, on which your notes 
rest. Until you become a Parliamentary candidate, avoid a platform with 
nothing in front of you and a flimsy chair behind; to score hits in these 
circumstances entails shoulder and arm work that is out of place in a 
simple military lecture. Soldiers are never politicians. 

Talk slowly, with occasional pauses, as the audience can follow much 
more easily. He who begins to gabble is done. Ordinary speaking is too 
fast; lecturing is much slower. Listening to a good, straightforw'~rd 
sermon will act as a useful guide. Think of an engine that is ticking over 
with the spark retarded. At the same time modulate your voice now and 
again, and emphasize all salient points. Por one who has had no experience 
of lecturing, there are the lectures given to the men undergoing instruction 
for nursing orderly, etc. ; take these lectures, but do not sit down at them; 
get into the habit of talking when standing up. This is a point worth 
remembering. 

Commit to memory the opening and concluding portions of the lecture. 
With a good beginning, and a good ending, half the battle is already gained. 
Bear in mind that our Army spoken language differs from what we write, 
if we converse as we write the result is pedantic; if we write as we speak 
no editor will accept it. (I used to find in Prance that it was easy to 
send concise directions over the 'phone, and extremely difficult to put them 
into written Army English as an order afterwards.) Thus, if a lecture is 
read out it never sounds natural-it is a differently constructed language 
and out of focus. A pitfall to avoid is t'urning to the diagrams behind one; 
there is the danger of talking to the blackboard and the audience getting 
only the rebound. This is an important point; the lecturer must keep his 
head to the front all the time, even when referring to diagrams; for this 
reason it is often better to have the desk at one side and so take the 
audience in flank. , 

Now to the substance of the lecture, presuming that it is about R.A.M.C. 
organization in the field. Begin by stating that it is a subject which con
cerns the regimental officer, as he may be asked questions on it in examina~ 
tions, while the aspirant for the Staff College may gather in a few extra 
marks from a knowledge of it. 

Then strike (Jeep into the lecture. Take the division first, go over the 
medical units and give the listeners a clear i,mpression of the organization, 
composition, equipment and transport of afield ambulance. Try to give a 
mental picture of it on the march; this avoids any confusion of ideas 
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between it and a motor ambulance. Then run over the sanitary section, 
and proceed to describe the corps and army units; from this, tackle those of 
the lines of communication. This does not take long, and the next item 
is to deal with the functions of units, tracing the wounded man on his 
travels from the battlefield to England; pay most attention, however, to 
evacuation in the forward area, as junior officers are not concerned with 
much behind the division. All the information required can be obtained 
from War Establishments, Field Service Regulations, and R.A.M.C. 
Training. This completes the organization part. . 

Then describe the difficulties that we have to contend with after an 
action. No army takes the field until its supplies of ammunition· and food 
have been assured; you tell them this nicely, and then hammer it in that 
the casualties cannot be foretold in the same manner; transport is limited 
and you can only clear up to a fixed number in twenty-four hours unless 
assistance is forthcoming; the medical service can never decline to tackle 
a job on account of having had no warning, as others may. R.A.S.C. and 
R.A.O.C. elements in the audience will prick their ears if you point out 
that medical breakdowns are usually due to lack of transport or lack of 
accommodation, such as tentage, the control of these not being in medical 
hands. Breakdowns are not from the things in our own hands, such a& 
personnel and medical stores. 

If this line of advance is developed, a good deal of ground will soon be 
covered, and the attention of the listeners held, as it touches upon problems. 
that interest them. One is discussing their work, seen from our angle. 
One or two home truths can be driven in, but it must be done nicely; a. 
gentle dig at the staff is almost expected. 

One should explain to. an audience that our present organization is a. 
"taking-off" one that may have to be modified as a campaign develops. 
The nature of the fighting, ·types of casualties, methods of treatment and 
other influences may lead to early modification. In France, surgical policy,. 
as with excision of wounds, modified the medical organization; increased 
accommodation was required at the C.C.S.'s and more surgeons were wanted 
in the forward area. Also, there is the obvious fact that a system designed 
for the treatment of wounds is of little use if the bulk of the casualties. 
are caused by chemical weapons. From this one can proceed to discuss 
the medical aspects of chemical warfare and the arrangements for treating 
casualties; speak always of chemical warfare. 

This brings the lecturer well into the last lap. If he is an optimist, and 
uses his imagination, he can dilate on the important role that the medical 
service is destined to play; the increasing scope of the doctor in war can 
be worked up from data in .the medical history of the war-dirt diseases, 
for example. We are the nursemaids of the Army. Ponder over this 
analogy, there is some truth in it. Mechanicalization, aviation and 
chymical warfare should be viewed in their medical aspects;' we must 
know what the brains of an army are thinking about in order that we can 
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attempt to visualize our lines of development, which will have an influence 
on the paramount problem of achieving victory in the field. Drive it in 
well that our Service is intimately linked up with this problem. 

Speaking to brother officers, with no reporters, much can be 'said that 
,cannot appear in print. They expect a lecturer to be an enthusiast, to 
discuss the subject as it concerns the Army, and to talk straight. One 
must be dogmatic in the organization part; later one may turn intriguing, 
and at the end, speculative. All the way through be forceful, decisive; 
display no bitterness or bigotry. Marshal the facts, lay the points out 
clearly, and ram them well home. ShoW that you have a thorough know
ledge of 'the subject, speak with frankness and conviction, do not be too 
serious, and if things should happen to go wrong treat the matter in the 
light of a joke. Try to shake off any traces of nervousness after the first 
five minutes, do not feel browbeaten because there are more" high-ups" 
than subalterns; if this feeling should come, imagine that the audieI).ce is 
a class of nursing orderlies, before whom you are completely at ease: 
Remember that an audience of officers is always sympathetic and friendly, 
and does not exact a deep, abstruse study of the subject. 

The regimental officet is constantly talking to his men, and our 
difficulty is that we do not get the same experience. We have many fluent 
speakers, but there may be others, like the writer, who have remained 
inarticulate all their service and feel that reticence and shyness should at 
.last be mastered. 

But there crops up the fact that each officer in his own station may be 
as representative of the Corps as any other member of it. In -his own 
interests, as well as those of the Corps, he should have a working knowledge 
of lecturing. And it broadens a man's mental outlook. Perhaps these 
few notes from one who is attempting the difficult task may stimulate 
,interest in the subject. 

• 
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